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Reality Pen
ON VACATION!

Part III

Previously we have seen Gabriel use the reality-altering pen
on his nagging girlfriend Jessica to first turn her into a
bubble beach bunny with beachball-sized tits and then later
in the evening once more to turn her into a whore (with
quite big tits as well). Both times Gabriel enjoys his
transformed girlfriend to the fullest. Though… the second
time something unexpected happened and Jessica is still
tired from all the extra work she put in tonight ;)

So, today we join Gabriel at the pool where he relaxes
alone until Jessica finally wakes up and joins him. But what
is that? Instead of nagging, she‘s coming with a request and
another girl in tow? They want to do what?! … NO WAY! …
time to use that pen one more time before the vacation is
over!

Featuring:

Gabriel … A guy with a reality pen!
Jessica … Gabriel’s energic girlfriend for years.
Elizabeth … Another female hotel guest they meet



This hotel is great! 
I’m treated like a VIP. 
There is nothing left 
to wish for… except 
somebody to enjoy 

this with of course…



Oh! There is my girl!
And… she looks happy 
for a change! I’m glad… 

she put last night behind 
her without further 

complications…
But who’s that with her?

Heya!

I really don’t like 
wearing swimsuits… 

Showing so much 
skin is just not me…



Hey, 
honey!

Hi, love! 
Feeling 
better?

H… Hi!Look who 
I’ve met. 
That’s 

Elizabeth.

Yeah, I’m 
good now. 
Slept like a 

log.

But she has 
found out there 

actually is a 
historical temple 

in the vicinity.

She’s 
trapped in 
this beach 
resort just 

like me.



We want to 
go tomorrow, 
and you are 
coming with 

us!

It’s a 2 
hours bus 
drive from 

here.

Urgh!
That again… 

Can’t she relax 
for once?!

But let’s stay at 
the pool for 

today and get 
to know each 
other first.

Sure. We 
can do that, 

love.

If that’s fine 
with you, 

Elizabeth, of 
course.

Errr I… 
yeah. I have 

no other 
plans.



Obivously Gabriel only agrees for show. Soon he
has out the reality pen and is writing on his
girlfriend‘s newfound bestie!!



Of course his girlfriend
Jessica has to be rewritten
once more as well to get that
threesome together. Also,
with the reality adapted she
does not like the girl she
brought over any longer!



I wonder 
how he’s 

telling her…
Heya! You’ve 
found a really 
fun girl this 

time.

Let’s go 
and ditch 
that bitch.

Urgh!
You horndog!

She just chatted 
me up at the bar 
and followed me 

here!



Hey, that 
tickles! What 
are you doing 
back there?



I… I… I mean. 
Of course, you 
can do anything 
to my body you 
want, Master!

Ha-ha. 
That’s more 
like it, slave.

Now we are 
heading over to 
Eliza, and we are 
going to have a 

threesome.

I don’t 
like girls, 
master.

Is that a 
problem?

No, Master. 
Anything 
for you!



Having changed both of them Gabriel moves the
action to the bedroom!



Wanna
see more?

Like what 
you see?

Hell, yeah!
Strip for 
me. Both 
of you.

Wow!
You are so 

pretty!



Are you into 
ass? Or are you 
more into these 

big boobies?

They did 
cost quite a 

fortune 
after all.

I wonder if 
Master would 
prefer me… 

with… globes 
like that…



Of course, just because he
has those two hotties wet and
ready in his bedroom does not
mean Gabriel is done playing
with reality!



After having increased his
now submissive girlfriend’s
breasts by a lot of cup sizes he
decides to try something
different and shrinks her
down to a manageable size
(140cm).



And as he takes a liking to
that new size Elizabeth the
now talkative porn actress
gets reduced even lower!
(Down to 135 cm!)

Then, after a lot of
transformation themed fun it
is finally time to enjoy his two
new formed petite girls in bed!



Heya?
When will it 
be my turn?

Why take 
turns? Hop 

on. Sit on my 
face. Let me 

taste you.

Keep up deep 
rhythmic motions 

for maximum 
pleasure…



And after lots fucking the
girls take a hot shower to
rinse of the sweat… AND
THE REALITY PEN’s INK!
Oh no! How is this going to
end?!



End of Teaser

This concludes the Reality Pen – ON
VACATION! Trilogy. The couple’s vacation will
end with this part and is brought to a
satisfying end for both Gabriel, and his
girlfriend ;)

The full comic is 83 comic pages long and
includes 7 high-definition pinups. It’s for
adults only and available on my Patreon Site,
in my Gumroad-Shop or in my FANBOX:
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